Beach Committee Minutes
Saturday, August 25, 2007
Meeting called to order at 9:05 AM
Attendance:
Nancy Donio
Frank Limauro
Carl Hommel
Bill Trenchard
1. Nancy reviewed meeting with Wayne. Since then, the parking lot on Beach 5 has
been fixed as well as the rubbish pile removed. There were notices in the FINS
asking boaters to have an FI sticker on their boat, as well as a notice re cleaning
up after your dog if it makes a “mess” on the beaches, particular the local dogs at
beach 8.
2. Nancy reviewed her “walk” with Mary and Michelle re the beaches and how two
additional lots were added to the Comp Plan.
3. Bill Trenchard spoke re that he spoke with Nancy re a need for a Kayak rack at
beach 7 and that one has since been placed there. He thanked the Beach
Committee. It was discussed by all the apparent encroachment issues by the
neighbors at beach 7 and the need to have this looked at. Carl felt that it was
possible for Paul White to survey. It was discussed that this is not the only beach
with this problem and that beaches 6, 8 and 9 might also be affected. It was
decided that a full beach review would be done by Frank, Carl and Nancy on
Monday, August 27th and that all problems would be noted and made into a report
for Wayne. This would also help the Beach Committee formulate a budget for
Wayne for next year’s town budget. All would meet at Beach 1 at 9AM to go to
all the beaches and write the report.
4. It was discussed if the Beach Committee should attempt to have the Beach Rules
made into ordinances due to the letter that was received by a parent whose child
was bit at Long Beach by a dog. As a rule there is no true enforcement ability,
but as an ordinance, there is enforcement ability. It was decided to talk to Paul
White and Wayne re this issue.
The meeting was adjourned at 10:00 am

